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a b s t r a c t

With rapid development of cloud computing, more and more enterprises will outsource

their sensitive data for sharing in a cloud. To keep the shared data confidential against

untrusted cloud service providers (CSPs), a natural way is to store only the encrypted data

in a cloud. The key problems of this approach include establishing access control for the

encrypted data, and revoking the access rights from users when they are no longer

authorized to access the encrypted data. This paper aims to solve both problems. First, we

propose a hierarchical attribute-based encryption scheme (HABE) by combining a hierar-

chical identity-based encryption (HIBE) system and a ciphertext-policy attribute-based

encryption (CP-ABE) system, so as to provide not only fine-grained access control, but also

full delegation and high performance. Then, we propose a scalable revocation scheme by

applying proxy re-encryption (PRE) and lazy re-encryption (LRE) to the HABE scheme, so as

to efficiently revoke access rights from users.

ª 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction raises underlying security and privacy issues. For instance, an
Cloud computing, as an emerging computing paradigm,

enables users to remotely store their data in a cloud, so as to

enjoy services on-demand. Migrating data from the user side

to the cloud offers great convenience to users, since they can

access data in the cloud anytime and anywhere, using any

device, without caring about the capital investment to deploy

the hardware infrastructures. Especially for small and

medium-sized enterprises with limited budgets, they can

achieve cost savings and the flexibility to scale (or shrink)

investments on-demand, by using cloud-based services to

manage projects, enterprise-wide contacts and schedules,

and the like.

However, allowing a cloud service provider (CSP), operated

for making a profit, to take care of confidential corporate data,
n (G. Wang).
ang
ier Ltd. All rights reserve
untrustworthy CSP may sell the confidential information

about an enterprise to its closest business competitors for

making a profit. Therefore, a natural way to keep sensitive

data confidential against an untrusted CSP is to store only the

encrypted data in the cloud.

We consider the following application scenario (see

Fig. 1): Company A pays a CSP for sharing corporate data

in cloud servers. Suppose the sales department (SD),

the research and development department (RDD), and the

finance department (FD) are collaborating in Project X. The

SD manager wants to store an encrypted user requirement

analysis (URA) in the cloud, so that only the personnel that

have certain certificates can access the document. For

instance, the SD manager may specify an access control

policy for this URA, as shown in Fig. 2.
d.
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Fig. 1 e Sample application scenario.
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In Fig. 2, the access control policy can be expressed as

a Boolean formula over attributes. Each attribute consists of

aweb site specifyingwhichparty administers theattributeand

an identifierdescribing theattribute itself, bothofwhichcanbe

represented as strings and concatenated with a single colon

character as a separator. The slash “/” in eachweb site denotes

a concatenation between the superior and the subordinate.

The intuition behind this access control policy is that this

URA should only be accessed by the boss and the general

manager of the enterprise, the members of Project X, and all

the department managers who are involved in Project X.

Furthermore, the party that administers attributes “isBoss”,

“isGeneralManager”, and “inProjectX” is superior to the party

that administers attributes “isDepartmentManager”, “inSD”,

“inRDD”, and “inFD”.

In the above application scenario, the encrypter does not

know the exact identities of the intended recipients, but

rather he only has a way to describe them using certain

descriptive attributes. Therefore, the adopted encryption

system should support an attribute-based access structure.

Flexible encryption schemes such as ciphertext-policy

attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE), can be adopted to

provide a fine grain access control for the encrypted data.

CP-ABE allows to encrypt data specifying an access control

policy over attributes, so that only userswith a set of attributes

satisfying this policy can decrypt the corresponding data. For

example, the data encrypted using the access structure

ða1^a2Þna3 means that only the user with attributes a1 and a2,

or the user with attribute a3, can decrypt the data.
Fig. 2 e Sample access co
However, since the data is outsourced to the cloud, the

adopted CP-ABE scheme should also provide the following

properties:

(1) High performance. In the cloud-computing environment,

users may access data anytime and anywhere using any

device. When a user wants to access data using a thin

client with limited bandwidth, CPU, and memory capa-

bilities, the CP-ABE scheme should be of high performance.

That is, the communication costs and computation costs

introduced by the CP-ABE scheme should be low enough,

so that the user can successfully retrieve data from the

cloud, and then decrypt it using the thin client.

(2) Full delegation. In a large-scale enterprise with many

employees, each employee needs to request secret keys

from the attribute authority (AA), when he joins the

enterprise. If all these employees require their secret keys

from one AA, there will be a performance bottleneck on

the AA. To reduce the workload on the AA, some CP-ABE

schemes provide key delegation between users, which

enables a user to generate attribute secret keys containing

a subset of his own attribute secret keys for other users.

However, a full delegation mechanism, which can

embody the hierarchical structure in the enterprises, is

more applicable to the environment of enterprises

outsourcing data in a cloud. Full delegation means key

delegation between AAs, where each AA independently

makes decisions on the structure and semantics of its

attributes.
ntrol policy of URA.
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(3) Scalable revocation. In the case of a large-scale enterprise

with a high turnover rate, a scalable revocation scheme is

amust. That is, the enterprise can revoke data access rights

from users once they are no longer its employees. A user

whose permission is revokedwill still retain the keys issued

earlier, and thus can still decrypt data in the cloud. The

traditional revocation scheme usually requires the AAs to

periodically re-encrypt data, and re-generate new secret

keys to remaining authorized users. This approach will

causeheavyworkloadontheAAs.Amorescalableapproach

is to take advantage of the abundant resources in a cloud by

allowing the AAs to delegate the CSP to re-encrypt data and

re-generate keys to users, under the environment that the

CSP knows nothing about the data and keys.

Based on the above-mentioned analysis, it is needed to

propose a secure data-sharing scheme, which simultaneously

achieves high performance, full delegation, and scalable

revocation. Our contributions are as follows:

1. We propose a hierarchical attribute-based encryption

(HABE) model, by combining the hierarchical identity-

based encryption (HIBE) system and the CP-ABE system.

The HABE model, which incorporates the property of hier-

archical generation of keys in the HIBE system, and the

property of flexible access control in the CP-ABE system, is

more applicable to the environment of enterprises sharing

data in the cloud.

2. We propose a HABE scheme based on the proposed model,

which requires only a constant number of bilinear map

operations during decryption, to provide high performance.

3. We propose a scalable revocation scheme, which allows to

delegate most of computation intensive tasks in revocation

to the CSPs without disclosing data contents, by applying

proxy re-encryption (PRE) and lazy re-encryption (LRE) to

the HABE scheme.
1.1. Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We begin with

a discussion of related work in Section 2, and present some

preliminaries in Section 3. Then, we provide an overview and

an efficient construction for the HABE scheme, in Sections

4 and 5, respectively. Next, we analyze the performance and

security for the HABE scheme in Section 6, and outline a scal-

able revocationscheme inSection7.Then,wedescribehowthe

HABE scheme and the revocation scheme work at the system

level in Section 8. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 9.
2. Related work

2.1. Hierarchical identity-based encryption

In an identity-based encryption (IBE) system (Boneh and

Franklin, 2001), there is only one private key generator (PKG)

to distribute private keys to each user, which is undesirable

for a large network because PKG has a burdensome job. Gentry

and Silverberg (2002), who have been dedicated to reducing
the workload on the root PKG, introduced a HIBE scheme.

Their scheme with total collusion resistance at an arbitrary

number of levels, has chosen ciphertext security under the

random oracle model and the Bilinear DiffieeHellman (BDH)

assumption. A subsequent construction by Boneh and Boyen

(2004) proposed a HIBE system with selective-ID security

under the BDH assumption without random oracles. In both

constructions, the length of ciphertext and private keys, as

well as the time during encryption and decryption, grows

linearly with the depth of a recipient in the hierarchy. For

better performance, Boneh et al. (2005) proposed an efficient

HIBE system which requires only a constant length of

ciphertext and a constant number of bilinear map operations

during decryption. In recent work, Gentry and Halevi (2009)

proposed a fully secure HIBE scheme by using identity-based

broadcast encryption with key randomization, and Waters

(2009) achieved full security in systems under a simple

assumption by using a dual system encryption.

2.2. Attribute-based encryption

Sahai and Waters (2005) introduced the notion of attribute-

based encryption (ABE). Based on their work, Goyal et al. (2006)

proposed a fine-grained access control ABE scheme, which

supports any monotonic access formula. Their scheme is char-

acterized as key-policy ABE (KP-ABE) since the access structure

is specified in the private key, while the attributes are used to

describe theciphertext.AsubsequentconstructionbyOstrovsky

et al. (2007) allows for non-monotonic access structures.

Bethencourt et al. (2007) introduced a ciphertext-policy

ABE (CP-ABE) scheme, in which the roles of the ciphertext

and keys are reversed in contrast with the KP-ABE scheme.

Muller et al. (2008) constructed an efficient distributed

attribute-based encryption (DABE) scheme that requires

a constant number of bilinear map operations during

decryption, using disjunctive normal form (DNF) policy. Both

of the above mentioned CP-ABE schemes provide a proof of

selective security under the generic bilinear group model and

the random oracle model. In our previous work, a conjunctive

fuzzy and precise identity-based encryption (FPIBE) (Wang

et al.) scheme is proposed for secure data sharing in cloud

servers. The FPIBE scheme is able to efficiently achieve a flex-

ible access control by separating the access control policy into

two parts: a recipient identity (ID) set and an attribute-based

access control policy. Using the FPIBE scheme, a user can

encrypt data by specifying a recipient ID set, or an access

control policy over attributes, so that only the user whose ID

belonging to the ID set or attributes satisfying the access

control policy can decrypt the corresponding data. However, it

does not address the scalability issue.

In recent work, to achieve a scalable revocation mecha-

nism in cloud computing, Yu et al. (2010b) combined KP-ABE,

proxy re-encryption (PRE) (Blaze et al., 1998), and lazy re-

encryption (LRE) (Kallahalla et al., 2003). However, the tech-

nique in Yu et al (Boneh et al., 2005) cannot be applied directly

to combine PRE and CP-ABE. Since in contrast to KP-ABE, the

access structure is associated with data other than the user

attribute key. The first combination of CP-ABE and PRE tech-

nique was first introduced by our previous work (Wang et al.,

2010) and Yu et al. (2010a). The insufficiencies in the two
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Fig. 3 e System model.
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schemes are as follows: The former lacks security proof for the

encrypted scheme and systematical descriptions for the

revocation scheme, and the latter constructs a CP-ABE sup-

porting only “AND” semantic in the access control and does

not support key delegation.

2.3. Summary

The characteristics of a HIBE system and a CP-ABE system are

supporting “full delegation” and “fine-grained access control

over attributes”, respectively. Therefore, a natural way is to

combine these encryption models. This is a non-trivial task,

since the former is designed for encrypting to an exact

recipient, however, the latter is designed for encrypting to

a set of attributes. Furthermore, we found that the HIBE

scheme in Gentry and Silverberg (2002) supports “one-to-

many” encryption: An encrypted file can be decrypted by

a recipient and all his ancestors, using their own secret keys,

respectively, which can be regarded as a meeting point with

a CP-ABE system. Therefore, we construct public/secret keys

as Gentry and Silverberg (2002), which are the intuitions of

the “one-to-many” property. Then, inspired by Muller et al.

(2008), we found that an encryption scheme achieves not

only better performance, but also the combination of a HIBE

system and a CP-ABE system, using the DNF access control

policy. Finally, inspired by Yu et al. (2010b), we also apply PRE

and LRE in our scheme to achieve a scalable revocation

mechanism.
Fig. 4 e HABE model.
3. Preliminaries

3.1. System model

We assume that the system is composed of the following

parties: the CSP, the trusted third party (TTP), enterprise users,

end users, and internal trusted parties (ITPs). The first two

parties can be easily understood: the CSP operates a large

number of interconnected cloud servers with abundant

storage capacity and computation power to provide high-

quality services, and the TTP is responsible for generating

keys for the CSP and enterprise users. We use Fig. 3 as an

example to illustrate the last three parties: Company A that

pays for sharing corporate data in cloud servers is an enter-

prise user, all personnel in the company, who share data in

cloud servers are end users, and a department in the company

that delegates keys inside the company is the ITP.

3.2. Security model

As described in Haclgiimfi et al. (2002), there are two main

attacks under such a circumstance, i.e., external attacks

initiated by unauthorized outsiders, and internal attacks

initiated by an honest but curious CSP (Yu et al., 2010b), as well

asmalicious end users. Since data is storedwith the encrypted

form in the cloud and communication channels between

users and cloud are assumed to be secured under existing

security protocols such as SSL, we only consider the internal

attacks. The honest but curious CSP will always correctly

execute a given protocol, but may try to learn some additional
information about the stored data. The malicious end user

wants to access the data that he is ineligible to decrypt. We

assume that the CSP will not collude with the end users, since

the CSP is considered to be honest but curious.

3.3. HABE model

Corresponding to the system model, the HABE model (see

Fig. 4), which integrates properties in both a HIBE model and

a CP-ABE model, consists of a root master (RM) and multiple

domains, where the RM functions as the TTP, and the domains

are enterprise users. More precisely, a domain consists of

many domain masters (DMs) corresponding to the ITPs and

numerous users corresponding to end users.

The RM, whose role closely follows the root PKG in a HIBE

system, is responsible for generation and distribution of

system parameters and domain keys. The DM, whose role

integrates both the properties of the domain PKG in a HIBE

system and AA in a CP-ABE system, is responsible for dele-

gating keys to the DMs at the next level and distributing secret

keys to users. Specially, we enable the leftmost DM at the

second level to administer all the users in a domain, just as the

personnel office administers all personnel in an enterprise,

and not to administer any attribute. Notice that other DMs

administer an arbitrary number of disjoint attributes, and

have a full control over the structure and semantics of their

attributes.
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In the HABE model, we first mark each DM and attribute

with a unique identifier (ID), but mark each user with both an

ID and a set of descriptive attributes, where ID is an arbitrary

string corresponding to some unique information about an

entity. Then, as Gentry and Silverberg (2002), we enable each

entity’s secret key to be extracted from the DM administering

itself. Each entity’s public key, which denotes its position in

themodel, is an ID-tuple consisting of the public key of the DM

administering itself and its own ID. For example, the public

key of DMi with IDi is in the form of ðPKi�1; IDiÞ, the public key

of user U with IDu is in the form of ðPKA; IDuÞ, and the public

key of attribute a with IDa is in the form of ðPKi; IDaÞ, where

PKi�1, PKA, and PKi are assumed to be the public keys of the

DMs that administer DMi, U, and a, respectively.
4. Overview of the HABE scheme

4.1. Scheme definition

Based on the HABE model, we propose a HABE scheme, in

which the access control policies are expressed in DNF, and

all attributes in one conjunctive clause should be adminis-

tered by the same DM. For example, the access control

policy in Fig. 2 can be transformed into DNF, as shown in

Fig. 5.

In the HABE scheme, there are multiple keys with different

usages. Therefore, we first provide a summary of the most

relevant keys to serve as a quick reference (see Table 1). Then,

we define the HABE scheme, by presenting randomized poly-

nomial time algorithms as follows:

1. SetupðKÞ/ðparams;MK0Þ: The RM takes a sufficiently large

security parameter K as input, and outputs system

parameters params and root master key MK0.

2. CreateDMðparams;MKi;PKiþ1Þ/ðMKiþ1Þ: Whether the RM or

the DM generates master keys for the DMs directly under it

using params and its master key.

3. CreateUserðparams;MKi;PKu;PKaÞ/ðSKi;u;SKi;u;aÞ: The DM

first checks whether U is eligible for a, which is adminis-

tered by itself. If so, it generates a user identity secret key

and a user attribute secret key for U, using params and its

master key; Otherwise, it outputs “NULL”.

4. Encryptðparams; f ;A; fPKaja˛AgÞ/ðCTÞ: A user takes a file f,

a DNF access control policy A, and public keys of all attri-

butes in A, as inputs, and outputs a ciphertext CT.
Fig. 5 e DNF access con
5. Decryptðparams;CT;SKi;u; fSKi;u;aja˛CCjgÞ/ðfÞ: A user,whose

attributes satisfy the j-th conjunctive clause CCj, takes par-

ams, the ciphertext, the user identity secret key, and the user

attribute secret keys on all attributes in CCj, as inputs, to

recover the plaintext.

4.2. Security definition

We define the semantical security (Boneh and Franklin, 2001)

for the HABE scheme in terms of a game as follows:

4.2.1. Setup
The challenger runs the Setup algorithm when inputting

a sufficiently large security parameter K, and gives params to

adversary A.

4.2.2. Phase 1
Adversary A can query any user key of his choice. When

adversary A queries user U’s user attribute secret key on

attribute a, which is administered by DMi, the challenger first

runs the CreateDM algorithm to generate keys for DMi, and

then runs CreateUser algorithm to generate an identity secret

key SKi,u and an attribute secret key SKi,u,a, for U. These

queries may be asked adaptively.

4.2.3. Challenge
Once adversary A decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs

a DNF access control policy A and two equal length plaintexts

f0; f1 on which it wishes to be challenged. The only constraint

is that adversary A enables none of the users to possess user

attribute secret keys on all attributes in any of A’s conjunctive

clauses in Phase 1. The challenger picks a random bit b˛f0;1g,
sets Cfb ¼ Encryptðparams; fb;A; fPKaja˛AgÞ, and sends Cfb as

a challenge to adversary A.

4.2.4. Phase 2
Adversary A issues more user attribute secret key queries

with the same constraints as those in the challenge. The

challenger responds as that in Phase 1.

4.2.5. Guess
A outputs a guess b0˛f0;1g, and wins the game if b ¼ b0.

We define A’s advantage in breaking the HABE scheme to

be AdvAðKÞ ¼ jPr½b ¼ b0� � 1=2j. The HABE scheme is semanti-

cally secure if for any polynomial time adversary A, the

function AdvAðKÞ is negligible.
trol policy of URA.
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Table 1 e Summary of keys.

Key Description Usage

MK0 Root master key Creation of master key for DMs at the first level

PKi DMi’s public key Creation of MKi

MKi DMi’s secret key Creation of user identity secret key and user attribute secret key

PKu U’s public key Creation of user identity secret key and user attribute secret key

SKi;u U’s identity secret key requested from DMi Decryption

SKi;u;a U’s attribute secret key requested from DMi on attribute a Decryption

PKa a ’s public key Creation of user attribute secret key
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5. Our construction

In this section, we construct the HABE scheme using bilinear

map (Boneh and Franklin, 2001). Let IG be a BDH parameter

generator (Boneh and Franklin, 2001). We present the HABE

scheme as follows:

1. Setup: The RM first picks mk0˛Zq, and then chooses two

groups G1 and G2 of order q, a bilinear map ê : G1�G1/G2,

three random oracles H1 : f0;1g�/G1, H2 : G2/f0;1gn for

some n, and HA : f0; 1g�/Zq, and a random generator

P0˛G1. Let Q0 ¼ mk0P0˛G1. The system parameters

params ¼ ðq;G1;G2; ê ;n;P0;Q0;H1;H2;HAÞ will be publicly

available, while MK0 ¼ ðmk0Þ will be kept secret.

2. CreateDM: To generate the master key for DMiþ1, whose

public key is PKiþ1, DMiþ1’s parent, whosemaster key isMKi,

first chooses a random oracle Hmkiþ1
: f0;1g�/Zq, where

mkiþ1˛Zq is the index of the random oracle. Then, it

computes SKiþ1 ¼ SKi þmkiPiþ1 where Piþ1 ¼ H1ðPKiþ1Þ˛G1,

and Qiþ1 ¼ mkiþ1P0˛G1. Finally, it sets MKiþ1 ¼
ðmkiþ1;Hmkiþ1;SKiþ1;Q � tupleiþ1), where Q-tupleQ�
tupleiþ1 ¼ ðQ � tuplei;Qiþ1Þ. Here, we assume that SK0 is an

identity element of G1, and Q � tuple0 ¼ ðQ0Þ.
3. CreateUser: When user U requests the user identity secret

key, and the user attribute secret key on attribute a, DMi

first checkswhetherU is eligible for a, and a is administered

by itself. If so, it first computesmku ¼ HAðPKuÞ˛Zq, and then

sets SKi;u ¼ ðQ � tuplei�1;mkimkuP0Þ, and SKi;u;a ¼ SKi

þmkimkuPa˛G1, where Pa ¼ Hmki ðPKaÞP0˛G1 ; Otherwise, it

outputs “NULL”.

4. Encrypt: Given a DNF access control policy

A ¼ n
N

i¼1
ðCCiÞ ¼ n

N

i¼1
ð ^ni

j¼1
aijÞ, where N˛Zþ is the number of

conjunctive clauses in A, ni˛Zþ is the number of attributes

in the i-th conjunctive clause CCi, and aij is the j-th attribute

in CCi. Let DM iti with (ID i1,., ID iti) be the DM adminis-

tering all attributes in CCi, where IDik for 1 � k < ti are IDs of

DM iti’s ancestors, and IDi1 ¼ ID1 is ID of the DM at the first

level in a domain. The sender:

(a) Picks a random element r˛Zq, sets nA to be the lowest

common multiple (LCM) of n1,.,nN, and computes

U0 ¼ rP0, U12 ¼ rP12, ., U1t1 ¼ rP1t1 , U1 ¼ r
Pn1
j¼1

Pa1j , .,

UN2 ¼ rPN2, ., UNtN ¼ rPNtN , UN ¼ r
PnN
j¼1

PaNj
, and

V ¼ f4H2ðê ðQ0; rnAP1ÞÞ, where Pij ¼ H1ðPKijÞ˛G1 for 1 �
j � ti and 1 � i � N, and Paij ¼ Hmkiti

ðPKaij ÞP0˛G1 for 1 � j

� ni and 1 � i � N.
(b) Sets the ciphertext CT to be ðA;Cf Þ, where

Cf ¼ ½U0;U12;.;U1t1 ;U1;.;UN2;.;UNtN ;UN;V�.
5. Decrypt: To recover f, user U, whose attributes satisfy CCi,

computes

V4H2
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Observe that:
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Ui

�

ê

�
mkumkiti P0;

nA

ni
Ui

�Yti
j¼2

ê
�
Uij;nAQiðj�1Þ

�
1
CA

¼ H2ðê ðQ0;nArP1ÞÞ

Note that V4H2ðê ðQ0;nArP1ÞÞ ¼ f , and thus user U can

successfully recover file f.

Remark. To achieve better performance, we enable user U
to send the value of Q-tuple iðti�1Þ to the CSP before decrypting

data, so that the CSP can help to calculate the value ofQti
j¼2 ê ðUij;nAQiðj�1ÞÞ. Given this value, U executes bilinear map

operations two times to recover the file.
6. Performance and security evaluation

6.1. Performance analysis

The efficiency of the Setup, CreateDM, CreateAttribute and Cre-

ateUser algorithms is rather straightforward. Therefore, we

only analyze the costs introduced by the Encryption algorithm

and the Decryption algorithm. To encrypt a file f under a DNF

access control policy A ¼ n
N

i¼1
ðCCiÞ, a user needs to compute

one bilinear map of Q0 and P1, and OðNTÞ number of expo-

nentiation operations to output a ciphertext of OðNTÞ length,
where T˛Zþ is the maximum depth of all DMs administering
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attributes in A. Notice that the computation for bilinear map

of Q0 and P1 is independent of the message to be encrypted,

and hence can be done once for all. To recover f, a user who

possesses user attribute secret keys on all attributes in CCi

needs to execute Oð1Þ bilinear map operations.

In Table 2, we briefly compare the HABE scheme with the

work by Bethencourt et al. (2007) and the work by Muller et al.

(2008). Since both of them do not support full delegation, we

consider the performance of the HABE in the case of the first

level DM administering all attributes in a domain. We believe

that the most expensive computation is bilinear map opera-

tion, abbreviated as map, and the next is the exponentiation

operation, abbreviated as exp.

In Table 2, n is the number of attributes associated with

a user, S is the number of attributes in an access structure,N is

the number of conjunctive clauses in an access structure, and

P is the number of attributes in an access structure that is

matched by attributes in a user’s private key.
6.2. Security analysis

We first provide an intuitive security argument, and prove the

HABE scheme to be semantically secure under the random

oracle model and the BDH assumption (Boneh and Franklin,

2001) in A. Recall that a confidential file f is encrypted in the

form of f4H2ðê ðQ0; rnAP1ÞÞ. Therefore, an adversary A needs

to construct ê ðQ0; rnAP1Þ ¼ ê ðU0;SK1ÞnA to decrypt Cf. Accord-

ing to the constraints in the security game, adversary A
enables none of the users to possess a sufficient set of user

attribute secret keys to decrypt Cf.

For ease of presentation, we have the following assump-

tions: AdversaryA has requested user attribute secret keys for

userU on all but one of the attributes ai1;.; aiðk�1Þ;aiðkþ1Þ;.; aini

in CCi, and for user U 0 on the missing attribute aik. The only

occurrence of SK1 is in the user attribute secret key, so the

adversary has to use user attribute secret keys requested for U
and U 0 for bilinear map, yielding:

ê

0
@U0;

nA

ni

Xni
j¼1;jsk

SKiti ;u;aij þ
nA

ni
SKiti ;u0 ;aik þ a

1
A

¼ ê ðU0;SK1ÞnA
Yti
t¼2

ê
�
Qiðt�1Þ;Uit

�nA ê ðrP0;aÞê
�
mku0mkiti P0; rPaik

�nA

ni

�ê

0
@mkumkiti P0; r

Xni
j¼1;jsk

Paij

1
A
nA

ni
Table 2 e Comparisons of CP-ABE schemes.

Properties Reference
(Bethencourt
et al., 2007)

Reference
(Muller

et al., 2008)

Our
scheme

User key size Oð2nÞ OðnÞ OðnÞ
Ciphertext Oð2SÞ Oð3NÞ OðNÞ
Encryption (exp) Oð2NÞ Oð3NÞ OðNÞ
Decryption (map) Oð2PÞ Oð1Þ Oð1Þ
Access structure Monotone DNF DNF
for some a. To obtain ê ðU0;SK1ÞnA , the last four elements have

to be eliminated. However, the values of ê ðmk0
umkiti P0; rPaik Þ

and ê ðmkumkiti P0; r
Pni

j¼1;jsk Paij Þ are unknown to the adversary,

and cannot be constructed. Therefore, A cannot recover the

file.
7. Revocation

Revocation of users and keys is a well studied, but a non-

trivial problem. In our HABE scheme, when a user V is

revoked, it is imperative to update public keys of attributes in

SV , user attribute secret keys for remaining users who possess

at least one attribute in SV , and re-encrypt data whose access

structure specifies at least one attribute in SV , where set SV
contains all attributes associated with V. If all these tasks are

performed by the DMs, it would introduce a heavy computing

overhead. Therefore, we propose a scalable revocation

scheme, which takes advantage of abundant resources in

a cloud by delegating most of the computing tasks in revoca-

tion to the CSP.

To enable this revocation scheme to work well, we require

each attribute a with IDa to be bound to a version number,

which increases by one whenever a user associated with a is

revoked. Correspondingly, each attribute public key is

changed into this form: PKt
a ¼ ðvta;PKi; IDaÞ, where t˛Zq is the

version number of the attribute public key, and vta˛f0;1g� is

a string corresponding to t. We simply present the scalable

revocation scheme by describing the following algorithm:

1. UpdateAttribute: DMi updates PKt
a to PKtþ1

a by adding each

version number to 1, and outputs a PRE key by setting

Pkeytþ1
a ¼ Hmki ðPKtþ1

a Þ � Hmki ðPKt
aÞ.

2. CreateUpdateKey: To generate an update key for updating

PKt0
a to the latest public key PKt

a, the CSP sets UpdateKeya ¼
ðPkeyt0þ1

a þ.þ Pkeyt
aÞ ¼ Hmki ðPKt

aÞ �Hmki ðPKt0
a Þ.

3. ReEncrypt: Suppose CT0 ¼ ðA0; ½U0
0;U

0
12;.;U0

1t1
;U0

1;.;

U0
N2;.;U0

NtN
;U0

N;V
0�Þ is the original ciphertext, fPKt0

ag is a set

of overdue public keys of attributes in A0, fPKt
ag is a set of

latest attribute public keys corresponding to fPKt0
ag, and

fUpdateKeyag is a set of update keys for updating attribute

public keys in fPKt0
ag to fPKt0

ag. The CSP re-encrypts the

ciphertext by first setting V ¼ V0, U0 ¼ U0
0, and

Ui ¼ U0
i þ
P

UpdateKeyaU0, where a˛fPKt0
ag^CC0

i for 1� i�N,

and then updating overdue public keys of attributes inA0 to
the latest version.

4. UpdateSK: Suppose UpdateKeya is the update key for

updating PKt0
a to PKt

a. User U updates the user attribute

secret key by setting SKt
i;u;a ¼ SKt0

i;u;a þUpdateKeyamkumkiP0.

Observe that:

SKt

¼ SKt0
i;u;a þUpdateKeyamkumkiP0

t0
� �

t
� �

t0
��
i;u;a ¼ SKi þmkimkuPa þ Hmki PKa �Hmki PKa mkimkuP0

¼ SKi þmkimkuPt
a

Therefore, the ciphertext re-encrypted by the ReEncrypt

algorithm under fUpdateKeyaja˛Ag is equal to the ciphertext

encrypted by the Encrypt algorithm under fPKt
aja˛Ag. The

correctness of the revocation scheme is proved.
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7.1. Security analysis

Data is encrypted with the HABE scheme, which can be

proved to be semantically secure under the BDH assumption.

Therefore, as long as we can show that the revocation

scheme is as secure as the HABE scheme, the security of the

revocation scheme is derived. Due to the security of the HABE

scheme, the CSP must obtain either master key of proper DM

or proper user attribute secret keys to decrypt the ciphertext.

As compared to the HABE scheme, the revocation scheme

discloses additional PRE keys to the CSP. Note that given

these PRE keys, the CSP cannot calculate the DM’s master

key. Furthermore, without old user attribute secret keys, the

CSP cannot calculate the latest user attribute secret keys.

Since, we assume that the CSP will not collude with the

users, it cannot obtain old user attribute secret keys. There-

fore, the security of the revocation scheme is the same as the

HABE scheme.

7.2. Performance analysis

We only consider the computation cost on the DMs in the

user revocation. Suppose SV denotes the attribute set asso-

ciated with user V, and jSV j is the number of attributes in SV .
When user V is revoked, the data owner first runs the

UpdateAttribute algorithm to update public keys of attributes

in SV to the latest version and generate corresponding PRE

keys, which requires jSV j multiplication operations on G1.

After sending the PRE keys to the CSP, the DM can go off-line.

The other algorithms are run by the CSP without the

involvement of the DM. Therefore, the revocation scheme,

which introduces less computation costs on the DM,

provides high scalability.
8. System level description

In this section, we describe the working process of the HABE

scheme together with the revocation scheme, at the system

level. The process consists of seven components as follows:

1. System setup. The TTP runs the Setup algorithm to generate

system parameters params and the root master key MK0. It

then sends params along with its signatures on each part of

params to the CSP and the enterprise user.

2. Domain setup. The TTP runs the CreateDM algorithm to

generatemaster keys for the ITPs at the next level, which in

turn, will generatemaster keys for the ITPs at the next level.

The generated keys along with the creator’s signatures are

transmitted over a trusted and authenticated channel.

3. File creation. We enable each end user to maintain a user

attribute list (UAL), which records the latest public key of

each attribute that he once used during encryption and

decryption. Before sharing a file in cloud servers, the end

user processes the file as follows: (1) Define a DNF access

controlA for the file. (2) Select a unique ID as the keyword of

the file. (3) Encode the file as Bennett et al. (2002), e.g., each

file is divided into data blocks of 1 KB size and can be

queried using the selected keyword. (4) Encrypt each data

block using the Encrypt algorithm.
The CSP maintains a user list (UL), which records all the

authorized end users. On receiving an encrypted file, it

first verifies if the sender is a valid end user in UL. If true,

it duplicates and distributes the ciphertext in cloud

servers.

4. User grant. When a new end user U wants to join the

system, the leftmost ITP at the second level, denoted ITP>,

first assigns U a unique ID, denoted IDu, and a set of attri-

butes. Then, it generates a private key corresponding to U ’s

public key using the Extraction algorithm in the HIBE system

(Gentry and Silverberg, 2002). Finally, it sends all these

messages along with its signatures on each component of

these messages to U over a trusted and authenticated

channel.

Furthermore, it also sends IDu along with its signature on

IDu to the CSP. On receiving IDu, the CSP adds it to UL in

a proper position after verifying the signature.

On receiving an ID, a set of attributes, and a private key

from ITP>, U begins to request secret keys from the ITPs

administering any attribute associated with himself.

On receiving a request for secret keys fromU, the ITP runs

the CreateUser algorithm to generate secret keys for U.

Then, it signs the generated keys, encrypts the keys and

signatures, under U’s public key using the Encryption

algorithm in the HIBE system (Gentry and Silverberg, 2002),

and sends the ciphertext to U.

On receiving the ciphertext, U first decrypts it with his

private key requested from ITP>, and then verifies the

signatures. If correct, he accepts the secret keys.

5. User revocation. The revocation process can be divided into

three stages as follows:

Stage 1. When a user V is revoked, ITP> first records the ID

of the revoked user, denoted IDv, and then constructs

multiple attributes set Si;v;a, which contains all attributes

administered by ITPi and possessed by V, for 1� i � n. Next,

it encrypts public keys of attributes in Si;v;a and its signa-

tures on each attribute public key in Si;v;a, under ITPi’s

public key using the Encryption algorithm in the HIBE

system (Gentry and Silverberg, 2002), and sends the

ciphertext to ITPi, for 1 � i � n.

Each ITP maintains an attribute list (AL), which records

the latest public key of each attribute administered by

itself. ITPi, on receiving this message from ITP>, first

decrypts it, and then verifies the signatures. If true, for

the public key of each attribute a in Si;v;a, it first checks

ALi to find its position, and then runs the UpdateAttribute

algorithm to update the attribute public key and outputs

a PRE key. Finally, it encrypts the latest public keys and

PRE keys of attributes in Si;v;a along with its signatures on

each component of these messages, under ITP>’s public

key using the Encryption algorithm in the HIBE system

(Gentry and Silverberg, 2002), and returns the ciphertext

to ITP>.

ITP>, on collecting all the public keys and PRE keys,

first constructs an overall attributes set Sa, which

contains all attributes in Si;v;a for 1 � i � n. Then, it signs

IDv, and the latest public keys and corresponding PRE

Keys of attributes in Sa, and encrypts these messages

along with their signatures, under the CSP’s public key

using the Encryption algorithm in a HIBE system (Gentry

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.05.006
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and Silverberg, 2002). Finally, it sends the ciphertext to

the CSP.

The CSP maintains an AHL which records the public

key evolution history of each attribute, and the PRE key

used. On receiving the ciphertext, it first decrypts it, and

then verifies the signatures. If true, it deletes IDv from UL,

and for every attribute in Sa, stores the attribute public

key and PRE key, in a proper position in AHL.

Stage 2. By applying PRE and LRE, the CSP can re-encrypt

files and update user secret keys in a “lazy” way as

follows:

When user U wants to retrieve a file with access control

A, he sends attribute public keys recorded in UALu for all

attributes in A, together with necessary information to the

CSP.

The CSP, on receiving an access request from U, first

verifies if U is a valid end user. If true, it tests whether the

version numbers of all attributes in A are the latest ones.

If so, it returns the ciphertext directly; Otherwise, it first

re-encrypts the ciphertext using the ReEncrypt algorithm.

Next, it determines an overdue attributes set S0u;a based on

all attribute public keys received from U, and for every

attribute in S0u;a, runs the CreateUpdateKey algorithm to get

corresponding UpdateKeya. Finally, it signs the latest public

keys and corresponding update keys of all attributes in

S0u;a, encrypts all these messages along with their signa-

tures, under U ’s public key using the Encryption algorithm

in the HIBE system (Gentry and Silverberg, 2002), and

sends this ciphertext and the updated ciphertext of the

requested file to U.

Stage 3. On receiving the ciphertext,U first decrypts it using

his private key, and then verifies the signatures. If true, for

every attribute a in S0u;a, U runs the UpdateSK algorithm to

update his attribute secret key.

6. File access. This operation consists of the second and third

stages of the user revocation operation.

7. File deletion. This operation can only be performed at the

request of the data owner/sender. To delete a file, the data

owner sends HðHðIDÞÞ along with his signature on HðHðIDÞÞ
to the CSP, where ID is a unique keyword of the file. The CSP

deletes the data file and all its copies in cloud servers after

verifying the signature.
9. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed aHABEmodel, a HABE scheme, and

a revocation mechanism, so as to simultaneously achieve: (1)

high performance; (2) fine-grained access control; (3) scal-

ability; and (4) full delegation, in cloud computing. We

describe the scalable revocation scheme from the systematic

point of view, and prove the HABE scheme, which is also

collusion resistant, to be semantically secure against adaptive

chosen plaintext attacks under the BDH assumption and the

random oracle model.

In future work, we will design a more expressive

encryption scheme, which can be proved to have full security

((under the standard model) (Gentry and Halevi, 2009;

Waters, 2009)).
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Appendix A. Security Proof

Theorem 1

Suppose that Algorithm A is an adversary that has the

advantage e of successfully attacking the HABE scheme.

Suppose Algorithm A specifies access policy A ¼ n
N

i¼1
ðCCiÞ ¼

n
N

i¼1
ð ^ni

j¼1
aijÞ, and makes at most qH2> 0 hash queries to random

oracle H2, and at most qE> 0 user attribute secret key queries

in a domain. Then, there is an adversary B that breaks the BDH

problemwith the advantage at least e0 ¼ 2eNN= qH2 ðeðqE þNÞÞN,
and a running time OðtimeðAÞÞ. Here, ez2:71 is the base of the

natural logarithm.

Proof

Let H1, H2, andHA be randomoracles from f0;1g� toG1, fromG2

to f0;1gn, and from f0; 1g� to Zq respectively. Algorithm B is

given q, G1, G2, ê , P0, m0 ¼ aP0, m1 ¼ bP0, and m2 ¼ gP0, where

< q;G1;G2; ê >are theoutputsofaBDHparametergenerator for

a sufficiently large security parameter, P0 is a generator of G1,

and a, b, and g are random elements of Zq. The goal is to output

D ¼ eðg; gÞabg˛G2. Let D be the solution to the BDH problem.

AlgorithmB findsD by interactingwithAlgorithmA as follows:

Setup

Algorithm B sets Q0 ¼ m0 ¼ aP0 and gives Algorithm

Aq;G1;G2; ê ;n; P0;Q0;H1;H2;HA > as the system parameters,

where H1, H2, and HA are controlled by Algorithm B, as

described below:

H1-Queries: Algorithm B maintains a list of tuples called

H1-List, in which each entry is a tuple of the form

ðID� tuplej; P� tuplej; b� tuplej;mk� tuplej; c� tuplejÞ. H1-

List is initially empty.When AlgorithmA queriesH1 at a point

ID� tuplei ¼ ðIDi1;.; IDiti Þ, Algorithm B responds as follows:

Let y be maximal such that ðIDi1;.; IDiyÞ ¼ ðIDj1;.; IDjyÞ for

some tuple ððIDj1;.; IDjtj Þ; ðPj1;.;Pjtj Þ; ðbj1;.;bjtj Þ; ðmkj1;.;

mkjtj Þ; ðcj1;.; cjtj ÞÞ already in H1-List. Then:

1. For 1� k� y, Algorithm B sets Pik ¼ Pjk, bik ¼ bjk,mkik ¼ mkjk,

and cik ¼ cjk.

2. For y < k � ti, Algorithm B:
(a) picks two random elements mkik and bik˛Zq.

(b) sets cik ¼ 1 and Pik ¼ bikP0.

(c) Put ððIDi1;.; IDiti Þ; ðPi1;.;Piti Þ; ðbi1;.; biti Þ; ðmki1;.;

mkiti Þ; ðci1;.; citi ÞÞ in H1-List and return

H1ðID� tupleiÞ ¼ ðPi1;.; Piti Þ˛G1 to Algorithm A

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.05.006
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Hmk-Queries: Algorithm B maintains a list of tuples called

Hmk-List, in which each entry is a tuple of the form

ðID� tupleaj ; P� tupleaj ; b� tupleaj ;mk� tupleaj ; c� tupleaj Þ.
Hmk-List is initially empty. When AlgorithmA issues attribute

secret key queries for a user on attribute ai with

ðIDi1;.; IDiti ; IDai Þ in Phase 1 or Phase 2, Algorithm B runs the

Hmk-Queries as follows:
1. Check if ID� tupleai already appears on Hmk-List. If so,

returns with HmkðID� tupleai Þ ¼ ðP� tupleai Þ.
2. Otherwise, run the H1-Queries at point of ðIDi1;.; IDiti Þ to

obtain appropriate tuple in H1-List.

3. Pick two random elements mkai and bai˛Zq.

4. Pick a random coin cai˛f0;1g so that Pr½cai ¼ 0� ¼ d for some

d that will be determined later.

5. If cai ¼ 1, Algorithm B sets Pai ¼ mkiti baiP0.

6. If cai ¼ 0, Algorithm B sets Pai ¼ baiP0 �mk�1
iti
P1, where mk�1

iti
is the inverse of mkiti modulo q.

7. Put ððIDi1;.; IDiti ; IDai Þ; ðPi1;.; Piti ;Pai Þ; ðbi1;.;biti ; bai Þ;
ðmki1;.;mkiti ;mkai Þ; ðci1;.; citi ; cai ÞÞ in Hmk-List and return

HmkðID� tupleai Þ ¼ ðP� tupleai Þ.

H2-Queries: Algorithm B maintains a list of tuples called

H2-List, in which each entry is a tuple of the form ðTj;VjÞ. The
list is initially empty.

When Algorithm A queries H2 at a point of Ti, Algorithm B
checks if Ti ¼ Tj, where Tj already appears on H2-List in the

form of ðTj;VjÞ. If so, Algorithm B responds to Algorithm A
withH2ðTiÞ ¼ Vj. Otherwise, Algorithm B picks a randomstring

Vi˛f0; 1gn, adds the tuple ðTi;ViÞ to H2-List, and responds to

Algorithm A with H2ðTiÞ ¼ Vi.

HA-Queries: Algorithm B maintains a list of tuples called

HA -List, in which each entry is a tuple of the form ðPKuj
;mkuj

Þ.
The list is initially empty. When AlgorithmA issues attribute

secret key queries for user U i with user public key PKui
in

Phase 1 or Phase 2, Algorithm B runs the HA -Queries as

follows: Check if PKui
¼ PKuj

, where PKuj
already appears on

HA-List in the form of ðPKuj
;mkuj

Þ. If so, return

HAðPKui
Þ ¼ mkuj

; Otherwise, pick a random number mkui
˛Zq,

add the tuple ðPKui
;mkui

Þ to HA -List, and return

HAðPKui
Þ ¼ mkui

.

Phase 1: At any time, AlgorithmA may query secret key on

any PKaj ¼ ðIDj1;.; IDjtj ; IDaj Þ for any PKui
. Algorithm B

responds to this query as follows:
1. Run the HA-Queries Algorithm to obtain an appropriate

tuple ðPKui
;mkui

Þ in HA-List.

2. Run the Hmk-Queries Algorithm to obtain an appropriate

tuple ðID� tupleaj ; P� tupleaj ; b� tupleaj ;mk� tupleaj ; c�
tupleaj Þ in Hmk-List.

3. If caj ¼ 1, then Algorithm B returns P aj to Algorithm A and

terminates the interaction. Otherwise, we know that

Paj ¼ bajP0 �mk�1
jtj
P1.

4. Set Q � tuplejðtj�1Þ ¼ ðQj1;.;Qjðtj�1ÞÞ, where Qjk ¼ mkjkP0 for 1

� k � tj � 1.

5. Set SKjtj ;ui
¼ ðQ � tuplejðtj�1Þ;mkjtjmkui

P0 þmkjtjm0Þ and

SKjtj ;ui ;aj ¼
Ptj

k¼2 mkjðk�1ÞPjk þmkjtjmkui
Paj þmkjtj bajm0, and

return P aj and ðSKjtj ;ui
;SKjtj ;ui ;aj Þ to Algorithm A.
Although Algorithm B does not know the values of a, it can

output a correct attribute secret key for PKui
at ID� tupleaj as

follows:

By definition, the value of SKjtj ;ui ;aj should be:

SK0
j1 þ

Ptj
k¼2 mk0jðk�1ÞPjk þmk0jtjmk0ui

Paj , where symbol ’ denotes

authentical keys. Observe that:

SKjtj ;ui ;aj ¼ SK0
j1 þ

Ptj
k¼2

mk0jðk�1ÞPjk þmk0jtj mk0ui
Paj

¼ aPj1 þ
Xtj
k¼2

mkjðk�1ÞPjk þmkjtjmkui
Paj

þmkjtja
�
bajP0 �mk�1

jtj
Pj1
�

¼
Xtj
k¼2

mkjðk�1ÞPjk þmkjtjmkui
Paj þmkjtj bajm0

Therefore, ðSKjtj ;ui
;SKjtj ;ui ;aj Þ is the correct keys.

Challenge: Once Algorithm A decides that Phase 1 is over,

it outputs an access policy A that can be expressed as

A ¼ n
N

i¼1
ðCCiÞ ¼ n

N

i¼1
ð ^ni

j¼1
aijÞ and two plaintexts f0, f1 on which it

wishes to be challenged. Algorithm B responds as follows:

1. For 1 � i� N: Run the Hmk-Queries to obtain the appropriate

tuples

ðID� tupleaij ;P� tupleaij ;b� tupleaij ;mk� tupleaij ; c�
tupleaij Þ in Hmk-List.

2. If caij ¼ 0 in either of N conjunctive clauses, then Algorithm

B reports failure to Algorithm A and terminates the inter-

action. Otherwise, we know that Pik ¼ bikP0 for 2� k� ti, and

there are at least one attribute aiA� with PaiA� ¼ mkiti baiA�P0
where 1 � i � N. Therefore, there is at least one attribute

secret key in either of conjunctive clauses which has not

been queried by Algorithm A in Phase 1.

3. Pick a random b˛f0;1g and a random string J˛f0;1gn, and
give the ciphertext CT ¼ ðA; ½U0;U12;.;U1t1 ;U1;.;

UN2;.;UNtN ;UN;V�Þ ¼ ðA; ½m2; b12m2;.;b1t1m2; ba1A�m2;.;bN2m2
;

.;bNtNm2
;baNA�m2

; J�Þ to Algorithm A.

Note that this challenge implicitly defines:

J ¼ fb4H2ðê ðgm0;P1ÞÞ. In other words:

J¼ fb4H2ðê ðgaP0;b1P0 þ bP0ÞÞ ¼ fb4H2

�
ê ðP0;P0Þagðbþb1Þ

�
:

By definition, user U, who possesses all attribute secret keys

in CCi, can decrypt the ciphertext using SK0
iti ;u

and SK0
iti ;u;ai�

,

where symbol ’ denotes authentic keys. He computes

J4H2

0
BB@ ê

�
U0;SK0

iti ;u;aiA�

�
ê
�
mk0

iti
mk0

uP0;Ui

� Qti
k¼2

ê
�
Uik;Q 0

iðk�1Þ

�
1
CCA

to recover the file fb. Observe that:
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J4H2

 
ê
�
U0;SK0

iti ;u;ai�

�
ê
�
mk0

iti
mk0

uP0;Ui

�Qti
k¼2 ê

�
Uik;Q 0

iðk�1Þ

�
!

¼ J4H2

0
BBB@
ê

�
U0;SK0

i1 þ
Pti
k¼2

mkiðk�1ÞPik þmkiti ðmku þ aÞPai�

�

ê
�
mkiti ðmku þ aÞP0; bai�m2

� Qti
k¼2

ê
�
Uik;Q 0

iðk�1Þ

�
1
CCCA

¼ J4H2

 ê ðgP0;aP1Þ
Yti
k¼2

ê
�
Uik;Q

0
iðk�1Þ

�
e
�
gP0;mkiti ðmku þ aÞPai�

�

ê
�
mkiti ðmku þ aÞP0;bai�gP0

� Qti
k¼2

ê
�
Uik ;Q

0
iðk�1Þ

�
!

¼ J4H2

�
ê ðgP0;aP1Þe

�
gP0;mkiti ðmku þ aÞPai�

�
ê
�
gP0;mkiti ðmku þ aÞPai�

� �
¼ J4H2ðê ðgP0;aPi1ÞÞ
¼ J4H2ðê ðgm0;P1ÞÞ

Hence, CT is a valid ciphertext for fb, as required.

Phase 2. Algorithm A can continue issuing more attribute

secret key queries other than ID� tuplea1� , ., ID� tupleaN�
.

Algorithm B responds as in Phase 1.

Guess: AlgorithmA outputs its guess b0˛f0;1g for b. At this
point, Algorithm B picks a random pair ðTi;ViÞ from H2-List,

and outputs Ti=ê ðm0;m2Þb1 as the solution to D.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we now show that

Algorithm B correctly outputs D with the probability at least

2eNN=qH2 ðeðqE þNÞÞN. In the first place, we calculate the prob-

ability that Algorithm B does not abort during the simulation.

Suppose Algorithm A makes a total of qE attribute secret key

queries. Then, the probability that Algorithm B does not abort

in Phase 1 or 2 is dqE . In addition, the probability that Algorithm

B does not abort during the challenge step is ð1� dÞN. There-
fore, the probability that Algorithm B does not abort during

the simulation is dqE,ð1� dÞN. This value is maximized at

dopt ¼ 1�N=ðqE þNÞ. Using dopt, the probability that Algorithm

B does not abort is at least ðN=eðqE þNÞÞN.
In the second place, we calculate the probability that

Algorithm B outputs the correct result in case that Algorithm

B does not abort. Let Q be the event that Algorithm A issues

a query for V. If :Q, we know that the decryption of the

ciphertext is independent of AlgorithmA’s view. Let Pr½b ¼ b0�
be the probability that Algorithm B outputs the correct result,

therefore, in the real attack, Pr½b ¼ b0j:Q� ¼ 1=2. Since Algo-

rithm A has the advantage e, jPr½b ¼ b0j:Q� � 1=2j � e. By

deduction, we know Pr½Q� � 2e in the real attack.

Now we know that Algorithm A will issue a query for V

with the probability at least 2e. That is to say, the probability

that V appears in some pair on H2-List is at least 2e. Algorithm

B will choose the correct pair with the probability at least

1=qH2 , thus Algorithm B produces the correct answer with the

probability at least 2e=qH2 . Since Algorithm B does not abort

with the probability at least ðN=eðqE þNÞÞN, we see that Algo-

rithm B’s success probability is at least e0 ¼ 2eNN=

qH2 ðeðqE þNÞÞN, as required.
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